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INTRODUCTION 

In response to a request from D. A. Traynham of the Department's 
Materials Division, the Research Council has investigated the effect- 
of long steam curing times on the strength of A5 concrete. 

For prestressed work• the Department usually specifies A5 
concrete having a rein'mum 28-day compressive stre•gth of 5,000 psi. 
In much of the prestres%ed work, a compress'v• strength of 4,000 psi 
is required before the pretensioning is released. Generally, steam 
cured class A5 concrete attains th°s strength wi-hin a day, thus 
fulfilling the Department's specifications which restrict the steaming 
time to 12-24 hours. However, provisions are made in the specifica- 
tions whereby a change in steaming duration can be authorized by the 
engineer. In a current project, pretensioned prestressed concrete 
beams wi<h a m'nimum 28-day compressive, streng-th of 6,000 psi and 
a release strength of 4,800 .psi are needed. The fabrication of these 
elements has been contracted to the Bayshore Concrete Products Corpo- 
ration. To attain the high strengths needed, they have considered the 

use of a Type II cement with a high C3S content and a high cement 
content in the mixture, and steam curing for long durat°ons. The 
latter consideration prompted this study. Two series of tests 
utilizing both the job and the laboratory aggreg•ates were performed. 

BACKGROUND 

For economy and convenience, it is desirable to accelerate the. 
concrete strength development at the prestressing plan% to expedite 
form removal, early and the release of pretensioning handling(l" 

2) Utilization of atmospheric pressure preferably on a daily basis. 
(low pressure) steam curing and the proper cement requirements gen- 
erally enables the achievement of early strengths within 18 hours of 
casting and allows some time for stripping and cleaning the forms 
and releasing the prestress in a 24-hour period. For a length of 
steam curing from 6 to 48 hours Higginson, has observed an increase 
in compressive strength with an increase in steaming duration. (3) 



Similarly, the compressive strength• of specimens steam cured 
for different time intervals and then air c•red have increased 
along with an increase in the length of •he steam curing time. 
Schmid and Schutz have reported that for stea•..'• curing at temperatures 
over 140 ° F very little is gained by curir•g longer than 24 hours. (4) 
They have also stated that through the use of proper atmospheric 
steam pressure, compressive stre••gth values similar to those for 
moist cured specimens can be achieved at 28 days. On the other 
hand, ACI Co•nittee 5].7 has acknowledged that the u]_timate com- 
pressive strength of steam cured c•9•rete is not as great as that of 
continuous].y moist cured concrete. However, the committee also 
mentions the advantage of steam curing over the ]_imited mo.ist curing 
usually experienced in practice .( 2) Researchers also have excluded the 
possibility of adverse effects on the resistance to freez•_ng and 
thawing by increasing the steam curing durations. (3,5) 

The prestressing industry is capab_]_e of manufac•urins quality 
concrete within 24 hours by uti]_'zing p•oper curing p•ocedures. 
The ••epartment• '• s•,ec•_fication• acknowledges this fact: an• •e•-r •.. _cts 
the steaming duration from !2 to 24 hours to ensure quali+y of 
production a•-•d to avoid probie•ns relate•d to the inadequacy of curing 
operations, however, t•i.s •ime l•mi• does net necessa.r].iy indicate 
that long steam curing dur-.tions are harmfu to cbncrete. 

LABORAT0 •v Y A I•- STUD !{D REoULTS 

Test Series I 

Materials and •.ixture Proportioning 

The laboratory study conducted by the Council util{zed the 
mix proportions and aggregate sources to be used by the fabricator. 
Samples of the cement to be used by the fabricator were obtained 
from the Universal Atlas Cement Company. (The laboratory test 
report of the cement is attached.) The coarse aggregate was 
siliceous gravel and was graded to eliminate material larger than 
that retained on the i" sieve, since small cylinders (3" x 6") were 

to be used in the testing. The mix proportions per cubic yard as 
fur•ished by the fabricator were as follows" 

Cement 7-i/2 bags 
Sand 956 lb. 
#5 stone I157 lb. 
#7 stone 768 lb. 
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Air entraining agent 
Plastiment 
Water 

6 OZ. 
30 oz. 

289 lb. 

A slump of 3-1/2" to 4" and an air content of 5% were intended 
by the producer. These values are within the limits of the 
Department's specification which requires a slump of 0-4" and an 
air content of 4 +_ 2% for A5 concrete. The initial batch of i-•/2 ft.3 

was prepared by using a water content of 262 lb./yd. 3. This 
mixture yielded an air content of 7.5% and a slump of 6.4", both 
of which values were higher than desired. In the nex• mixture, 
the air entraining agent was reduced to 3 oz./yd. 3 and thewater 
content was kept at 262 lb./yd. 3. This batch yielded an air content 
of 3.3% a•d a slump of 3.9". Consequently, this mixture was con- 
sidered satisfactory for preparation of the specimens. 

Testing and Results 

Forty-five 3" x 6" cylinders were fabricated from the acceptable 
batch within an hour after the addition of mixing water. Five of the 
specimens were moist cured. The remaining specimens were put in the 
steam chest and kept at 90 ° F until the time of initial set. Then 
the temperature in the chest was increased to 130 ° F in ! hour. DurJ'ng the next 1/2 hour a final temp•erature of I•0 ° F was attained. 
After reachi•ng 130 ° F, the samples were steam cured for different 
durations; namely, 8• i2• 16, 24, 30, 36, 48 and 72 hours. At the 
end of each duration, 5 specimens were removed from the chest• 3 
were tested within i hour after removal. The compressive strength 
values were found to increase rapidly during the first 16 hours, to 
level off until the 36th hour, when they again increased as shown in 
Figure l*(solid line). After each duratio• period, 2 of the cyl•inders 
were air cured at a relative humidity of 50 + 5% for a combined cur- 
ing of 28 days and tested. The results, plotted in Figure 2, show 
that beyond 24 hours of steam curing (after reaching 130 o F) the 
28-day moist cured average cylinder strengths of 7,220 psi were 
maintained. 

Test Series 2 

Materials and Proportioning 

To investigate the leveling off of strength values observed in 

*Figures are appended. 



the first specimens and to assure that at durations up to 72 hours 
strength loss did •ot occur, another batch of concrete was prepared. 
In this mi•ture• because of the depletion o.f the laboratory's 
limited supply of Bayshore aggregates, locally available crushed 
stone and siliceous fine aggregates were used and the amount of 
Plastiment was decreased to •5 oz./ydo3, since in the former batch 
the time of set was •i-I/2 hours. With this reduction in admixture 
the time of set was 5-1/4 hours. An air content of 5.5% and a 

slump of 3.5" were obtained in this mixture. Heeting the specifica- 
tions, it was used for the preparation of specimens. 

Testing and Results 

As for the f-;rst batch, 45 spec'mens were prepared and the 

same cu•ing• and testin•o w•e•_ anp•ied••. excent, that the 12 hour durat• 
of steam curing was ore'tied for convenience. The compressive stren•t 
results after each dura• on are show•-.• n F gure •y t•e broken •ine 
As can be seen, •here •.•as• .• cont•uous•., in•ease• _•n st•enFth_ even 

though the rate of gain gr.adua!!y decreased. The strength values 
the specimens •dhat wep• cured fop .28 •ays under the s•eam and air, 

•i ure 2 After a•sst a dav of curin 
s 

combiIled are shown ili 
• g 

•m'n tho•e o • too'st cured s•eci•e•s cur.•ng: s-t•eng•h va ues s • ar to 
exhibiting 7,780 psi compressive strength wer.e obtained. 

CONC LU S ! ON 

Based on the results of this investigation in which the !ongesl 
steam curing time was 72 hours, it is concluded that increasing the 
curing times did not adversely affect the strength.of the concrete 
tested after each duration. However, at the later stages of steam 
curing, gains in strength were smaller than at the e-arlier stages. 
Specimens.steam cured for durations beyond 24 hours and then air 
cured for a combined curing of 28 days attained strength values in 
the range achieved by moist curing at 28 days. 
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Date Shipped 

Cement 

Shipped From 

I- To: 

Divisibn of United States Steel Corporation 

L_ 

Consigned To 

Car/Truck No. 

Bbl. 

The data given below is average of bin from which cementwas shipped. 

CHEMICAL 

A,•O• 4. 

Fe•O• 3 •/ 

CaO 

MgO 

so, •I- 6 

Loss On Ignition /- q/ 

Insoluble Residue 
•-•[" 

c,s -¢-.•- • 

PI-IYSICAL 
Fineness 
Specific Surface Sq. gin./g 

Wagner • / I .5" 

Blaine 4 d"57"• 

Soundness, Autoclave Exp.. % 

Time Of Setting, Hr." Min.--Initial 

Final 

Air Content 

Compressive Strength, psi- 1 Day 

3 Day 

7 Day 

This cement complies with applicable A STM and Federal Specifications. 
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